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Philosophy of PHY 100

 Are lab courses hand maiden to the “theory” 

courses or do they have a life of their own?

 Simulations or real experiments

 Virtual or remote experiments

The main opportunities

• Learn lots of new physics from different areas

• Extract ideas for research, fuelling “mainstream” 

physics research

• Avoiding excessive compartmentalization

of scientific knowledge



Components of

PHY 100
 Eight classroom lectures

Computer workshops on data 

processing

 Practice problems

 Pre-designed laboratory experiments

 Physics studio and exhibition
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An irresistible quote

“This Chapter is intended to introduce the reader to the peculiar 

fascination of collecting and examining facts, the kind of facts 

that are called the data of science. At first glance the man who 

peers for long, long hours through a telescope at the stars, who 

gets stiff and cold and often discouraged trying to get a few 

better observations than actual circumstances at the moment 

permit, such a man will seem a „‟peculiar‟‟ sort of fellow. In 

general, the kinds of observation that a physicist makes, 

measuring little marks or the spot of light on a scale controller by 

an electric meter, or, nowadays, the pages and pages of 

numbers typed out for him by a machine, all these seem 

abstruse and forbidding to the casual eye.”

 Francis Bitter Mathematical Aspects of Physics: An Introduction (Anchor 

Books, New York 1963)



An irresistible quote (contd.)

“ To tell the truth, there are times when this or any kind of work 

seems dull, exhausting, even fruitless. When, after days of trying, 

you still can‟t find the leak in the vacuum system, or when, after 

you patiently have fitted an elaborate piece of apparatus 

together, an oscilloscope suddenly picks up a lot of 

meaningless „‟noise‟‟ from some unknown source, or when you 

have been working all days and all night on a series of 

measurements that must from some reason be completed at 

once, then of course the work is unattractive. The question to 

be answered does not concern the nature of such 

discouragement, but rather why any sane man would choose 

to be spending his time in the pursuit of experimental physics, 

even when everything is going just right, his apparatus 

performing as planned, and he can do his work seated in a 

comfortable chair.”

 Francis Bitter Mathematical Aspects of Physics: An Introduction (Anchor 

Books, New York 1963)



Measurement and

Uncertainties
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Data Processing and Analysis



Accurate Plotting of Data



Graphing and 

plotting.

Curve fitting.



Graphical analysis and 

drawing inferences



Data, models and theory



Laboratory diaries
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Sketches and schematics





Components of PHY 100

Physics using video analysis, high speed 

cameras and webcams

Smartphone physics



Lasers and optics

Sensors and transducers







Computer interfacing and automation 

Image processing



Video processing



Emerging world of  Arduinos

Presenting

Data
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Physics studio
An optional track for students where they 

design new experiments from scratch



Access to Workshop

Instrument Design



3D Printing



Website
http://physlab.lums.edu.pk



•Students manual

•Sample Results

•Labview Code

•Matlab Code



Pictorial Procedures
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Lab Assessment



Lab Schedule



Lab Safety
 Lasers

 Cryogens

 Hot Surfaces

 Fire and electric safety

 Radioactive sources





What’s so unique about experimental

physics in Pakistan and similar developing 

countries?

“For the first year at the Raman Research Institute 
there was no electricity, but that did not deter 
Raman from carrying out several beautiful optical 
experiments with sunlight, a few lenses and a pair 
of polaroids. He considered a beam of sunlight as 
the best source, and in Bangalore there was no 
shortage of blue sky and bright sun. A manually-
operated heliostat, kept in operation by voice 
communication, produced astonishing results.”

 Jayaraman, A., Chandrasekhara Venkata Ranzan -
A Memoir, Affiliated East-West Press, New Delhi, 
1989.



See what Raman has to say…

“My immediate task is to get my Research 
Institute functioning vigorously .. . . I have 
recently purchased some workshop 
equipment and an oxygen plant, which I 
hope to convert into a liquid nitrogen plant. 
.. ... .. .. I lack many things, notably a 
building to house the workshops and a 
hostel for the research workers, as well as 
funds needed for the recurring 
expenditure.”

 The Hindu, February 3, 1949.



Lab staff


